PHD DEFENSES

Siboney MINKO

Swati KAMBLE
« An intersectional analysis of the influences of Dalit women’s activism on policy processes and women beneficiaries in Maharashtra, India » Prof. Michel Oris. Mention socioeconomics. March 2021.

Joshua GREENE
« What happens when water is commodified? Case Study Mexico: Dominant movements and alternative discourses in the access to water landscape » Prof. Solène Morvant Roux. Mention socioeconomics. February 2021.

PUBLIC EVENTS

20 May 2021. Webinar of the Sequence Analysis Association: “Causal Inference and Sequence Analysis”, Co-organised by Satu Helske (University of Turku) and Professor Matthias Studer (IDESO), with presentations on “Career trajectories and cumulative wages” by Sophia Fauser (University of Bamberg) and on “Combining propensity score matching and sequence analysis” by Sara Kalucza (Umeå universitet).

Session plénière “Échanges transnationaux et (in)justice sociale” (avec Myrian Carbajal, Amal Mahfoudh et Marion Repetti), Congrès de l’Association suisse de sociologie, Genève, 28 – 30 juin, organisée par Prof. Oana Ciobanu (IDESO)

Session “COVID-19 et les migrant.es âgé.es”, Conférence annuelle IMISCOE, 7 – 9 juillet, organisée par Prof. Oana Ciobanu (IDESO) et Tineke Fokkema

Session “Access to social ties and health after retirement age : the issue of inequalities” organized by Marie Baeriswyl and Michel Oris (Centre for the Interdisciplinary Study of Gerontology and Vulnerability, Swiss National Centre of Competences in Research LIVES, University of Geneva) Wednesday 30 June.

NEW RESEARCH PROJECTS

Philippe Wanner, together with the Rainer Gabriel and Uwe Koch from the ZHAW Soziale Arbeit obtained a Grant from the Federal Social Insurance Office to study the economic situation of widowers in Switzerland.

Together with colleagues from Portugal and the HES-SO Geneva, Philippe Wanner obtained a short grant to analyze the remigration behaviors of Portuguese migrants in Switzerland.

Solène Morvant-Roux obtained a grant to study « Dettes et parcours de vie dans les milieux populaires: le cas du Canton de Genève »

Solène Morvant-Roux received funds from Alliance Campus Rhodanien with UNIL-UniGe-CREG Grenoble to work on «Numérisation et création d’espaces monétaires et financiers alternatifs.»

NEW APPOINTMENTS

Oana Ciobanu has been nominated professor at the University of Applied Sciences and Arts Western Switzerland, the School of Social Work and Health (HES-SO – HETSL), Lausanne, Switzerland beginning with September 2021.
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